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ÌÌ XML Feeds Plugin

Ì| A few words about the plugin

Attracting and keeping new users to a new site with no ads and users is a real challenge, no matter 
how well your site is built. We understand how it is important to launch a site that will be populated 
with some contents sufficient for inviting real users to post their ads on your site. Using Flynax XML 
Feeds plugin you'll be able to fill your site with contents imported from other resources allowing you 
to start building your own audience. 

Ì| Purpose of the plugin

The XML plugin allows you to import data in XML format. The plugin also offers exporting your XML 
feeds to other resources. 

There are different types of XML feeds varying in contents and data structure, for example: xml2u, 
openmarine etc, which negates the possibility of building a universal tool allowing you to import any 
XML feed from any resource.

Nevertheless we did our best to make an add-on that will allow you to import the majority of XML 
feeds using a powerful XML manager in the admin panel. 

How to use the plugin
First of all you are supposed to find an XML feed provider or an XML resource. You can get a feed from 
your partners or third party providers, who specialize in XML feeding. After getting a URL to the feed 
you can start parsing it. 

To parse an XML feed with a particular structure you're supposed to add and build a format (XmlFeeds 
Format) for your XML feed. After creating and configuring the format you will be able to parse more 
XML feeds with an identical structure without any problems. 

Feeds having different structures require creating and configuring different formats. 

Every XML feed represents a set of fields collected into groups. The format of XML feeds allows you 
to configure XML mapping and transforms fields contained in the XML feed into those in your Flynax 
powered site. 

If XML mapping settings don’t cover the entire parsing process the Plugin offers extra modules for 
parsing additional data with PHP. 

To create and configure a format you should:  

Step 1. Open your XML feed and find a path to the element containing listing details. Below you can 
find commonly used XML structures; every example comes with a path to listing details: 
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For example: vehicledata/vehicle

For example: document/clients/client/properties/property

For example: open_marine/broker/adverts/advert
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Step 2. Go to Admin panel > Plugins > XML Feeds > Create a format > Enter the path (the path to the 
listing fields) that you got in Step 1:

Step 3. Configure the format (XML mapping). Every entry contains a source field and a target field. 
The source field provides data from an XML resource while the target field accepts the data in Flynax 
through transformation depending on field types in Flynax. 

At this stage you will have to fill mapping with the source fields from the XML feed so you could 
further link them to the fields in Flynax. To fill mapping with the source fields you have to add a feed 
and launch importing the source fields:

To add an XML feed go to the Admin panel > Plugins > XML Feeds >  Add an XML feed. You'll be asked 
to set a default plan, category and owner. 
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Once your feed is added you'll have to open it in order to start importing the source fields. To open the 
feed click on the 'Manage' icon that you can find under 'Actions' column (marked with a red square):

Click on the 'Run Import' button to launch importing fields from the XML feed: 

 As the format is not yet configured, listings will not be imported at this stage. The plugin 
will populate the XML mapping with the source fields.
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After populating the XML mapping with the source fields you will have to link source fields with corre-
sponding Flynax fields by clicking on dropdowns and selecting relevant fields. 

There are two types of Flynax fields: standard listing fields and system ones. System fields are special 
fields intended for parsing pictures, categories, reference ids etc. 

Reference id is a system field that is required for configuring the format. The field is very important 
because it makes sure that every listing has a unique id and there are no duplicates. 

Every XML feed is supposed to have a unique reference id. You have to find it and link it to the ‘Flynax 
feed reference id’ field. You won’t be able to import listings until you link feed reference id to a ‘Flynax 
reference id’ field. 

 Reference number used in the Reference Number plugin and ‘Flynax feed reference id’ are 
two different things. 

Now you have to link the other fields and launch importing listings into Flynax.  

To launch importing go to the 'Manage feed' page, and click on the 'Run Import' button. You’re supposed 
to see a progress area in which some listings will be imported while the others will be updated. The 
progress area will show information about fields, categories and other notices. 

Make sure that imported ads are OK, in particular that they have all necessary data including pictures. 
In case of inconsistencies or data missing you might need to make some corrections to the XML 
mapping and run import again; you can do it as many times as necessary. If everything is OK and you 
want to make the importing process automatic you’ll have to configure cron task for importing feeds. 

To configure cron you’ll have to know a cron command: 

php /home/website/public_html/plugins/xmlFeeds/import.php

You’ll have to edit the command according to a path to the file on your server. After editing the path 
you will have to set a schedule for the cron; we recommended running the cron on a daily basis. 

In case of mismatch between values of source fields and those of Flynax fields and categories we offer 
a manager that allows you to link field values, for example: 
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To browse and resolve mismatches click on the 'Build' icon and make connect source data item with 
a targe data item:

You’ll see information about such mismatches in the progress area. Depending on configuration these 
mismatches can be added automatically to Flynax or added to the Mapping manager for consideration 
and linking. 


